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Abstract: The spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) cross-polarization signal remains sensitive
to sea surface wind speed with high signal-to-noise ratio under tropical cyclone (TC) conditions. It
has the capability of observing TC intensity and size information over the ocean with large coverage
and high spatial resolution. In this paper, TC wind distribution characteristics were studied based
on SAR images. We collected 41 Sentinel-1A/B cross-polarization images covering TC eye, which
were acquired between 2016 and 2020. For each case, sea surface wind speeds were retrieved by
the modified MS1A model in a spatial resolution of 1 km. After deriving the value and location of
maximum wind speed, wind fields were simulated symmetrically within a 200 km radius. Two new
methodologies were proposed to calculate the decay index and the symmetry index based on the
retrieved and simulated wind fields. Characteristics of the two indices were analyzed with respect to
maximum wind. In addition, the maximum and averaged wind speeds of the right, back and left side
of the motion direction were compared with TC intensity and storm motion speed. Statistical results
indicate that right-side wind speed is the strongest for maximum and average, the wind difference
between the left and right side is dependent on storm motion speed.

Keywords: tropical cyclone; wind distribution; synthetic aperture radar; Sentinel-1; symmetry index;
decay index

1. Introduction

As one of the most destructive natural disasters on earth, tropical cyclones (TC) cause
tremendous loss of life and property every year [1,2]. Several variables, such as heat,
moisture, and momentum fluxes between air and sea, are closely related to the sea surface
wind field [3–5]. Observing and studying wind distribution characteristics are vitally
important for the forecasting of storm surge and TC evolution, as well as the estimation of
the “best track” [6–8]. In a TC system, wind speed increases from the central minimum
value to the maximum value near the eyewall and then decreases with increasing radius.
Decay and asymmetry are two key features used to describe storm structures, which are
impacted by intensity, storm motion speed and wind shear [9]. In general, TCs have an
asymmetric wind field, indicating that the radial wind distribution varies with azimuth
direction. The real-time hurricane wind forecast model, developed by incorporating an
asymmetric effect into the Holland hurricane model, is statistically more accurate than
using a symmetric wind model [10]. In addition, decay is parameterized as an exponent in
the power function of the modified Rankine vortex model. The decay value is dependent
on TC intensity according to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Hurricane Research Division (HRD) flight-level data of 251 TC cases [11].

With the improvements in active microwave radar technology, the synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) is a useful instrument to retrieve TC wind field [12–15]. The roughness signals
become saturated with increasing wind speeds, leading to the ambiguity of wind retrievals
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by co-polarization (vertical vertical (VV) or horizontal horizontal (HH)) signals [16]. How-
ever, the normalized radar cross sections (NRCS) of cross-polarization (vertical horizontal
(VH) or horizontal vertical (HV)) increase with increasing wind speeds even at high wind
conditions (>25 m/s). The comparison between VV- and VH-polarization NRCS is shown
in Figure 1. The VV NRCS is simulated by the CMOD5 model [17]. The VH NRCS is
simulated by the modified MS1A (MMS1A) model [18]. In addition, many studies show
that cross-polarized NRCS is independent of wind direction, indicating that wind retrieval
from cross-polarization SAR images does not need a priori input [19–21].

Figure 1. The comparison between VV- and VH- polarization NRCS simulated by the CMOD5 model
and the MMS1A model in different wind speeds and incident angles of 20◦, 30◦, and 40◦. φ is the
relative wind direction.

Moreover, advantages of SAR include wide spatial coverage, high spatial resolu-
tion and operating under day, night and all-weather conditions, which make up for the
deficiency of spaceborne scatterometer and flight observations and contribute to the inves-
tigations of TC wind distribution [22–24]. Based on SAR retrievals, many studies regarding
storm morphology focused on intensity, wind direction, size parameters, decay and asym-
metry of wind distribution. For example, Zhang et al. input a set of hurricane morphology
parameters and hurricane motion speed to the inflow angle model to derive the hurricane
wind direction [8]. According to the asymmetric and symmetric wind fields fitted with
SAR retrievals, Zhang et al. proposed a method to compute the asymmetric index and
reported that a TC wind field becomes more symmetric when its intensity increases [25].
Gao et al. proposed a symmetric TC wind field model by the fitting function of tropical
cyclone fullness (TCF) [7] and maximum wind speed, radial wind curve and the Rankine
vortex model [18].

In this paper, new simple methodologies were proposed to calculate TC decay and
symmetry indices using SAR images. Wind distribution characteristics were studied based
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on the combination of best tracks and high-resolution SAR retrievals. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Sentinel-1 and best track data used
in this work. The calculation methodologies of decay and symmetry indices are described
in Section 3. The characteristics of TC wind distribution are analyzed in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions and perspectives are given in Section 5.

2. Dataset

The European Space Agency (ESA) Sentinel-1 is a polar-orbiting SAR satellite constel-
lation mission, which was designed for long-term monitoring land and ocean, including
two satellites (A and B) launched in the April of 2014 and 2016, respectively. The Sentinel-
1 satellite carries a high-resolution C-band SAR instrument operating in four imaging
modes: stripmap (SM) mode, interferometric wide swath (IW) mode, extra-wide swath
(EW) mode and wave (WV) mode. The EW mode performs with a large width of 410 km
and an incident angle ranging from 18.9◦ to 47.0◦, whose images are suitable for TC wind
field investigation [12,24,26,27]. The SAR data used in this study are the EW mode dual-
polarization (VV + VH) Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) Medium Resolution (MR)
products, which were collected from the ESA Copernicus Open Access Hub database
(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/, accessed date: 21 April 2021). In our dataset, there were
41 TC cases containing storm eyes observed from 2016 to 2020. To retrieve the wind field,
SAR images were resampled from a pixel spacing of 40 m × 40 m to 1 km × 1 km.

In order to investigate the relationship between wind distribution and TC motion
vector, we collected 22 best tracks from the NOAA National Hurricane Center (NHC,
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/, accessed date: 24 April 2021) for hurricanes over
the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, and 19 best tracks from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center
(JTWC, http://www.metoc.navy.mil/jtwc/, accessed date: 5 July 2021) for typhoons over
the Western Pacific. The best tracks include some basic TC information, such as time,
intensity and center location. The time difference between best tracks and SAR data is less
than 3 h. Figure 2 shows the TC cases’ locations and intensities provided by best tracks.
Of note, the intensity is defined as the 1 min sustained wind with the closest time to SAR
acquisition and represented by the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale. According to
the best track data, the storm with the highest intensity is Typhoon Halong (2019), which
reached 160 knots, i.e., 82.2 m/s.

Figure 2. The locations of 41 TC cases investigated in this work and their categories (Saffir–Simpson
hurricane wind scale) provided by the best tracks from the NHC and the JTWC.

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/
http://www.metoc.navy.mil/jtwc/
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3. Methods
3.1. Wind Field Retrieval and Decay Index

When wind speed exceeds 25 m/s, co-polarized backscattering from the ocean be-
comes saturated, and thus wind speeds retrieved from co-polarized SAR images have large
errors. However, cross-polarized NRCS remains sensitive to high winds and is independent
of wind direction. Recent studies suggest that the cross-polarized SAR imagery has the
capability of retrieving TC wind speeds over 70 m/s [13,28].

Geophysical model function (GMF) is the formula relating wind speed, wind direction
and incident angle to NRCS. In this study, we utilized the MMS1A model for wind retrieval
from Sentinel-1 VH-polarization images. This GMF is the modified version of the MS1A
model [26], refined with the Sentinel-1 EW mode images and collocated NOAA stepped
frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) wind measurements. After modification, the
MMS1A model can be used to retrieve TC wind field at 1 km resolution. Compared with
best tracks, the retrieved TC intensities have a bias of –3.91 m/s and a root mean-square
error of 7.99 m/s. The comparison between MMS1A and MS1A is presented in [18].

Based on our dataset, Figure 3 shows the MMS1A-retrieved maximum wind speeds
and the TC motion speeds provided by best tracks. Different colors stand for the cases
observed in different ocean basins. Storm motion speed was calculated using the TC center
locations at the two closest times to the SAR acquisition time. In all cases, Typhoon Jebi
(2018) had the highest wind speed of 70.72 m/s. Hurricane Gaston (2016), which was in
its dissipation stage at the time of SAR sensing, had the fastest storm motion speed of
13.01 m/s. In the following parts of this paper, these two cases will be used as examples to
illustrate our methods.

Figure 3. Maximum wind speeds retrieved by the MMS1A model from the Sentinel-1 EW mode
images and TC motion speeds calculated using time and center locations provided by best tracks.
Red, blue and green dots stand for the cases observed in the Atlantic, Eastern Pacific and Western
Pacific, respectively.
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Two examples of SAR images and wind retrievals are shown in Figure 4. Different
eyewall shapes can be observed. In general, a storm has different eyewall shapes in
different life stages. When the storm intensity is high, the eyewall is symmetric and
closed. Meanwhile, if a storm is a minimal hurricane/typhoon, its eyewall is asymmetric or
open [29]. TC motion directions are also marked with arrows in Figure 4c,d. According to
the storm motion direction, the whole wind field was divided into three sections: the right,
back, and left side. Averaged wind speeds were compared between the three sections. In
addition, the correlation coefficient between wind speed and radius (Corwr) was computed
for all cases. Corwr is an absolute value that represents the dependence of wind on the
radius that is between the maximum wind radius (rm) and 200 km.

Figure 4. Sentinel-1 SAR images of (a) Typhoon Jebi on 31 August 2018 and (b) Hurricane Gaston on 13 October 2018.
Corresponding MMS1A wind retrievals of (c) Typhoon Jebi and (d) Hurricane Gaston. Black arrow represents the storm
motion direction computed from best tracks.

In order to compute the decay index (DI), we transformed wind retrieval maps
to radial wind distributions, with Typhoon Jebi in Figure 5a and Hurricane Gaston in
Figure 5b. Based on least-squares approximation, the power function shown in Equation (1)
was used to fit the relationship between wind and the radius from rm to 200 km and derive
the parameters of a, b, and c. The values of rm, a, b, and c were integrated into Equation (2)
to calculate the decay index.

U10(r) = arb+c, rm ≤ r ≤ 200 (1)
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DI = a
rm

b − 200b

200 − rm
(2)

in which U10 is the surface wind speed (m/s) at a height of 10 m, and r is the distance from
the storm center in kilometers.

Figure 5. Radial wind distributions of (a) Typhoon Jebi; and (b) Hurricane Gaston. The black curve
stands for the fitting function of the relationship between wind retrieval and the radius, ranging from
rm to 200 km.

3.2. Wind Field Simulation and Symmetry Index

In reality, no storm’s wind field is perfectly symmetric. Thus, the storm symmetry is
actually the degree of approximation to a symmetric wind field. In this work, we specified
the Pearson correlation coefficient between retrieved and simulated wind fields for the
symmetry index (SI) using Equation (3).

SI =
cov
(
UR

10, US
10
)

std
(
UR

10
)
std
(
US

10
) (3)

where UR
10 is the SAR-retrieved wind field, and US

10 is the simulated wind field. cov
(
UR

10, US
10
)

stands for the covariance of them. std
(
UR

10
)

and std
(
US

10
)

are the standard deviations of
UR

10 and US
10, respectively. Based on Equation (3), a TC is more symmetric if the SI value is
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high. The symmetric wind fields, which have same point numbers with retrievals, were
simulated according to the wind field model proposed in our previous study [18]:

U10(r) =

{
Um
rm

r, r < rm

arb, r ≥ rm
, (4)

a =
Um

rmb , (5)

b = log1−TCF
Um

17
, (6)

TCF =0.166Um
0.403, (7)

Based on the combination of wind-TCF relationship and the Rankine vortex model,
this model can simulate symmetric wind field (r ≤ 200 km) with the inputs of maximum
wind (Um) and rm. The Um and rm of the simulated wind field are same as those in retrieved
wind field. Completed evaluation suggested that this model has a better performance than
pure or modified Rankine vortex models [18]. Figure 6 illustrates the simulations of the
two storm examples at a 1 km spatial resolution. The straight borders of storms are the
same as those in SAR images.

Figure 6. Simulated symmetric wind fields within a 200 km radius for (a) Typhoon Jebi and (b) Hurricane Gaston. The
spatial resolution is 1 km. Straight borders are same as those in SAR images.

4. Results

In the evaluation step, we investigated the relationships of all retrieved or calculated
parameters: Um, rm, Corwr, DI, SI, and storm motion speed. Many parameters have no
dependence on each other. Thus, only those parameters which have obvious relationships
are presented in this section.

The characteristics of decay are presented in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows that the decay
index has a positive linear correlation with maximum wind. The correlation coefficient
is 0.74. This feature coincides with the modified Rankine vortex statistics presented by
Mallen et al. [11]. As shown in Figure 7b, if wind speed decreases quickly with an increasing
radius, the wind and radius are more linearly dependent. The correlation coefficient of DI
and Corwr is 0.72. The relationship between DI and storm motion are not related in general.
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Figure 7. The dependences of decay index on (a) maximum wind speed and (b) correlation coefficient of wind speed and
radius. Black curve is the trend line. Red, blue and green dots stand for the cases observed in the Atlantic, Eastern Pacific
and Western Pacific, respectively.

As shown in Figure 8, SI values increase with increasing maximum wind speeds. On
average, the simulated wind fields of the TCs with high intensities tend to be more similar
to SAR retrievals than the TCs with low intensities. This indicates that a strong TC generally
has a symmetric wind field. This characteristic coincides with Zhang et al.’s investigation,
although they used the asymmetry index (AI) and two different reconstruction models [25].
In their study, the AI values increase with increasing maximum wind speeds (see Figure 6d
in [25]). In addition, according to the TC cases in our study, SI is independent of storm
motion speed.

Figure 8. The dependence of symmetry index on maximum wind speed, based on 41 TC cases’ wind
field simulations and SAR retrievals. Black curve is the trend line. Red, blue and green dots stand for
cases observed in the Atlantic, Eastern Pacific and Western Pacific, respectively.
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The comparison of Um and averaged wind speed (UAvg) in three sections of TC field,
along with TC intensities and motion speeds, are illustrated in Figure 9. In order to ensure
the comparability of each section, if a section in an image has less than 50% coverage, the
image was removed. After removal, there were 22 TC cases left. These cases were then
arranged in ascending order of TC intensity, as shown in Figure 9a, and in ascending order
of motion speed, as depicted in Figure 9b. According to the comparison, there are 14, 2,
and 6 highest Um cases for the right, back, and left side, respectively. There are 14, 3, and
5 highest UAvg cases for the right, back, and left side, respectively. The right side is the
strongest section for the maximum and average. The back side is the weakest section. The
maximum wind speed in each section increases with increasing TC intensity. The wind
difference between the right and left side sections increases with increasing motion speed.
In Figure 9b, the wind difference (black dashed trend line) and motion speed (blue line)
have an obvious correlation. For the first 19 cases whose motion speeds are not large, the
difference between motion speed and averaged wind difference is around 2.5 m/s. Their
correlation coefficient is 0.76.

Figure 9. (a) Maximum and averaged surface wind in three TC sections: right side, back side, and
left side. Twenty-two TC cases are arranged in ascending order of TC intensity; (b) motion speed
and averaged wind difference between the right and left side sections. TC cases are arranged in the
ascending order of storm motion speed.
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5. Conclusions and Perspectives

Surface wind speed is an important factor in TCs. Wind distribution has some inter-
esting characteristics, which are dependent upon TC intensity and motion speed. Based
on high-resolution SAR data and the wind retrieval model, some relationships between
wind distribution and TC parameters, such as intensity, size and storm motion speed,
can be investigated through various statistical methods, contributing to the study of TC
wind field.

In this paper, 1 km wind retrievals of 41 TC cases were used to analyse decay, symmetry
and the differences between three wind sections. The results mentioned above indicate
that a strong TC generally has the following characteristics: (1) wind speed decreases
fast from rm to 200 km radius; and (2) wind field is more symmetric. In addition, wind
speed and radius are more linearly dependent, if the wind speed decreases fast from
the inner core to the outer region. Among three wind sections, the right side of the TC
moving direction is often the strongest section for maximum and averaged wind speed.
The averaged wind difference between the left and right side is dependent on TC motion
speed. These characteristics may be conducive to detect a TC’s motion situation from
limited SAR images.

In the future, efforts will be made to investigate the wind distribution based on more
cases observed by passive radiometers. Additionally, the SAR constellation’s continued
observations will be utilized for TC wind structure study in the temporal dimension.
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